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The Fortress Solution delivers holistic visibility into
emerging risks throughout your connected asset
ecosystem. It’s a tool-agnostic platform converging
three complementary solutions for Third Party Vendor Risk
Management (TPRM), Vulnerability Risk Management
(VRM) and Operational Technology Risk (OTR).

Here is a closer look at how the TPRM component of the Fortress
Solution supports your organization.
The Challenge
Third Party Risk Management (TPRM) typically begins with ranking
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vendors by risk and doing pre-acquisition controls assessments. But in
a world where a large enterprise can have tens of thousands of third
party relationships, organizations also need a robust process to
strategically identify, monitor, prioritize and take action on the highestimpact third-party risks.
The Fortress Approach to TPRM
The Fortress TPRM solution facilitates the development and
management of an overall vendor risk management program across
the entire lifecycle, with a focus on mitigating the areas of biggest
negative impact on the business. Supply chains are validated, suppliers
are risk-ranked and assessments are planned and conducted in a
way that contextually maps supplier services to actual risks. Using
information gleaned from automatic Continuous Monitoring, we map
risks according to their criticality to business.
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A Comprehensive TPRM Solution
Fortress addresses many common needs around third party risk management by helping customers with
a wide range of TPRM capabilities:
Program Policy Development

Continuous Monitoring

Vendor Inventory and Risk Rankings

Workflow Management

Vendor Lifecycle Management

Security Risk Management

Business Process Automation (workflows, business rules & other)

Findings Management

Compliance

Reduction in time or resource cost to resolve vendor risks

Real-time Reporting

Improved coordination and collaboration with external teams

Data-Driven Risk Ranking Vendors

Compliance Reporting

Vendor Assessments

Maturity beyond scoring solutions alone

Remediation

Contract Review

Advisory and Managed Services
Fortress customers get more than just great technology for managing emerging risk. They get a proven, turnkey
solution of technology, processes and people that gives clients the option to buy versus build, avoiding the costly
and time-consuming process of finding and retaining talent.
We offer expertise across the whole TPRM lifecycle with a blend of advisory and managed services. Our
managed services leverage proprietary continuous monitoring technology for insights that are as seamless
as they are rigorous. Our advisory teams are leaders in both cyber security and the industries where security
matters most. We provide best practices through groups such as the Cloud Security Alliance, SANS Institute,
Shared Assessments, OWASP and other industry consortia.
We hit the ground running with gap analysis, project-oriented consulting and custom implementation to uncover
risks throughout your third-party ecosystem. We provide automated, data-driven risk rankings for anything that
touches your business — including applications, hardware, cloud services, offshore and fourth-party vendors,
reputational risk and financial health.
Talk to Fortress Today
Contact Fortress for new levels of visibility and actionable insights on managing supply chain vulnerabilities
so you can get a unified view of all vendors and risks — prioritized for better clarity, speed and insight as you
analyze, correlate and address vulnerabilities and risks across your entire digital ecosystem.
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